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Chuck-wagon in camp and the cook rolling out his sour dough biscuits in the palm of his hand.



Photographs From the 
Collection of the
Finest of the Cowboy Photographers ^ UTHTe!hCU n w S

All in the Day’s W ork
by J. Evetts Haley

It is fitting that the most superb artist of all these fine photographers who drew the passing life of the frontiers of grass into lasting focus should come from Texas—home and symbol of the cow country. With all her wide expanse of grass and browse, her variegated soil and clime and her traditional zest for dangerous action that fuses into adventure, Texas was the proper place for the 
historian with a camera.Huffman, Ragsdale and Jackson simply had the vast advantage of time. They reached the color

ful scene of action thirty years before. But Erwin E. Smith,i of Texas, made up in superior artistic talent what Lime denied in historic incident.It is true that those years stripped much in action and drama off the stage of history in the West. The Plains Indians had been reduced from proud, independent warriors on horseback to sullen, sedentary wards of a paternalistic government. The cattle trails that swept men, mounts, and magnificent herds up a thousand miles of trail and into the vivid pages of history had been closed by

A great drive takes dusty form as cattle 
head for the roundup grounds.

jThe material in this article is taken, in part, from the author’s book on Erwin E. Smith, Life On The Texas Range, University 
of Texas Press, 1952.
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humming bands of steel—by gleaming rail and 
prickly wire. The clean and virgin sod that held the soil in place, that gave life to springs and pellucid clarity to perennial little streams, that nurtured the natural beef and invigorated the aboriginal men—the sustaining sod itself was being desecrated by the plow.

Into this transition period came Erwin E. Smith, the finest artist of them all, sensitive as a barometer to the atmospheric qualities of the land and life of which he became a part; as appreciative of their bold and brash nature as of their subtleties of mood and character; devoted to their individualistic ways and determined to preserve them. The only handicap he suffered with Huffman, Jackson and Ragsdale was that he was “born thirty years too late.”
Early in life, Erwin Smith clearly saw the significance of this change. But it was not change in itself that interested him. He was interested only in the free and fascinating life that change was relegating to history. He loved the work, the zest, the spirit of men of “derring-do” finding expression with wild horses and wilder cattle—the essence of life on the range which, when lost could not be offset by monetary gain.
After all, the ever-changing but often gruel

ling, killing work with cattle was always pursued in the spirit of play—and “the play was the thing.” 
Erwin Smith set himself to suggest this spirit and preserve this life of zestful work in minute and graphic detail. If the heaven of his artistic desires “exceeded his grasp,” his immortality was firmly 
achieved as he patiently planned and pensively dreamed of the artistic heights he would eventually achieve. For his collection of cowboy pictures is the best that has been made.

Smith’s maternal grandfather, Samuel Erwin, came out of the deep South to reach the Red River frontier the year after Texas became a Republic. 
In 1842 he settled among a motte of trees swarming with wild bees—a spot which became known as Honey Grove. The Smith family too came in from the South, and in time Albert Alexander Smith, a merchant, married Nancy, granddaughter of the pioneer Erwin, and to them an only son, Erwin Evans Smith was born, August 22, 1886, at 
Honejr Grove, approximately ninety miles northeast of Dallas.

Erwin grew up in Bonham as a close friend of another talented Texan, Harry Peyton Steger, whose interest ran along literary lines. Association with chores and horses obviated concern with juvenile delinquency in that benighted age, and

The clean life and the plain traces of the old-time cattle trail.
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Horses that could carry their riders over the roughest 
ground—and swollen streams when necessary.

At a time when the Western World 
lived and worked on horses.

Followed by drought and dust with the 
drags when the rains failed to come.



. I

ambition and interest were whetted on denial and want instead of being sated with indulgency and satisfaction. When they first met, Steger recalled, Erwin “wore the nine-year-old boy’s terrific adaptation of what his vivid imagination tells 
him cowboys wear.”By the time he and Steger had reached the reckless age of twelve, their spare time was spent on saddle horses, where pride and fertile imagination banished sordid thoughts. Their most reckless deeds were short races through the street to the timber-framed grasslands on the edge of Bonham, and their wildest ventures were vicarious trips up historic cattle trails to the cow-towns of Kansas.

On an uncle’s ranch in Foard County, Erwin 
experienced his first taste of ranch life when he was a frail little fellow of eight. His course of life was firmly set when, still in his teens, he went for 
a summer in that country where the limitations of aridity—the certain shortages of rain—were always offset by the increased optimism and the spirit of the people. Other trips followed and his 
conversion to the life of a cowboy was complete.He early acquired a box camera and began making pictures of what he saw. By the time he 
was sixteen he was obsessed with life on the range. 
After convalescence from a near-fatal case of typhoid at Bonham, he returned to the cow country 
of West Texas, and with a box camera slung from his shoulder began following the general roundups. With his seasoned cowman uncle and a cowboy cousin he followed the range work with some of the most noted outfits of what is known as “the breaks country”—the land between the Cross Tim
bers and the Staked Plains. He became familiar with the Three Circles, the V Pigpens, OXs and the noted R2s. He learned the life of the cow-camp, and the more he learned, the deeper he loved it all.Sensitive and studious by nature, he brought his precocious mind to bear down the significance 
of the life he was living and the tremendous historic forces which were changing it. Here, except for some refinements of method and equipment, he realized that the “hired hands on horseback” still 
followed the fine art of working cattle, as in the hey-day of the open range.

ALL IN  THE DA Y’S WORK
Sleepy cowpunchers 
held grazing cattle 
in loose-herd.
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Great remudas of horses— 
herded out in the State of 
Texas by wranglers watch
ing from the high points.



As a proud part of it, Erwin Smith also saw that spurious arts of stage, screen, and print were simply making a travesty of the character and traditions of the cattle range. He studied Charlie Russell, Andy Adams and Emerson Hough, and, 
fired by what they were doing to preserve the West and its ways, decided to do what he could by turning to sculpture.He left Texas for Chicago and took up study under the great American sculptor and teacher, Lorado Taft. His progress with Taft was such as

to encourage him to pursue his talent with further study in Boston.But his heart and soul were wrapped up in the cow country, and, with the poignant realization that the ways of life there were changing, he tossed unhappily on the horns of a professional dilemma.“I knew that the life wouldn’t wait”,—he said, referring to the life of the range that he wished to record—“and that the technique would. So I put off Boston as long as I could.” He decided to forsake his formal training for awhile and return to the cow-camp. He brushed off the grime of Chicago

In rougher country, 
wranglers perched on 
pinnacles, a n d  rode 
sure-footed s a d d l e  
mules.

With backs to the breeze, 
cowpunchers rolled and 
lighted cigarettes as the 
work went on.



Once in awhile an outlaw steer was caught and hob
bled until the gentle bunch could be brought to him.

In the patient work with cows and calves, a cow
boy sometimes tolled a new-born baby out of the 
herd. And (Below) with long, hot, dry days, 
drinking water was where he found it.

and with a modest Eastman screen-focus Kodak and a Goerz lens, he headed south for the clean, sunburned ranges of Texas.With a high regard for fidelity, a repugnance for superficiality and staging, and an unsurpassed sense of artistic proportion and composition in natural setting, he there recorded on plate and film the life of the cowboy. And the life, as he always emphasized, was essentially that of a worker. His pictures alone are enough to disabuse the public of its lurid notion of cowboys as based on dime- novels and cheap film. For Erwin Smith was completely loyal to the best tradition of “the hired man on horseback.”Here were the source materials of his formal art—here were men and mounts in violent action and dangerous drama that hard-riding men lusted and laughed to do. Here was a moving story worthy of sculpture. Smith felt that with their passing work and play in photographic print, he could, in his maturity, form them into living clay and cast 
them in lasting bronze.Thus, for years, with dogged patience, infinite devotion, and thorough appreciation, he followed the men who were adept at the high art of working cattle. There were broncs to be broken, saddles patched, bones mended, herds worked, outlaws gathered. Sculpture obviously could wait! So the years of engaging labor passed to provide a great collection of almost two thousand cowboy prints. Now more than fifty years later, comes this suggestion of what happened to a cowboy—all in the day’s work. (To be Continued)

In the cool shade of dusk, satisfied thirst and serenity 
was a welcome change from the hot action of the 
long day's work.



Vacation Bliss

Now and then herds of sheep and cattle slows 
automobile traffic in the drive to greener 
pastures. Scenery (Below) is typical of the 
drive up Highway 550 from Durango to Silverton.

When Horace Greeley said, “Go West, Young Man, Go West”, he was, no doubt, influenced by the same attractions that now lure thousands of vacationers west each year.A vast land of scenic extravanganzas, recreational wonderlands to suit every taste, and a reminiscent study of early American history in true 
life await the vacationer.One such vacation route that combines everything in a vacationer’s dreams is portrayed in the 
following pages.
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Taos
Indians

O ld West Beckons
arly in the route west ihe names of towns with Spanish and Indian derivations are suggestive of the cultural heritage of the Old West. Both the 

Indians and the Spanish shared dominantly in the early development of this western route. Dates of the first Indian’s entry into the Old West have never been established, and the Spanish were here long before the pilgrims landed at Plymouth.Centuries before the white man arrived in America, thousands of Indians, in their aggressive but rather primitive way, were already laying the foundations for a fabulous connin'.
Results of this meager beginning are still clearly visible throughout New Mexico. The ruins of Mesa Verde are positive verification of these earliest people. These were farming Indians who have long since abandoned the Cliff Dwellings of Mesa Verde. However, scattered remnants of American Indians still occupy other ancient

Pueblos in Taos, New Mexico, for example, where 
Indian ceremonials and festivals are standard procedure throughout the year.

Spanish migration left its mark too. Following Coronado’s expedition and others during the late 1500’s, Spanish rule set in. The Palace of Governors, built in 1610 in Santa Fe, still stands well preserved in the oldest capital city in America. Now the Governor’s Palace houses a museum and physical remains of earliest New Mexico history are preserved on display in this Pueblo-type building on Santa Fe’s Plaza Square.
The old mining boom has passed and today a new, exciting uranium boom has taken its place. Narrow guage railroads and trains exist now only as tourist attractions. Modern methods are used for transporting uranium ore, sharply contrasting with 

the old Silver-boom days, when narrow guage rail transportation was the popular method of silver- ore movement.One narrow guage passenger train still runs 
throughout the summer between Durango and Silverton along the original track. The 50-mile run is strictly for the amusement of tourists and is a trip without a parallel in scenic beauty.Ruts of the original Santa Fe Trail and other landmarks of the pioneers are badly weatherbeaten but remain prominently visible even today.

All America can boast its history but no area leaves a more vivid impression of its true past than the Old West.

Centuries-old Cliff Dwellings of Indians where they slept and stored the harvests of their primitive farming.
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High in the Rocky Mountains the ever-present 
snow is cooling sight on sweltering days below.

Stream fishing in Tres Ritos between Mora and 
Taos is typical of most of entire route. Boat 
Racing on Arkansas River is a rare spectacle.

M  orthern New Mexico and Western Colorado 1 encompass a vast area of scenic extremes to satisfy the most varied tastes for beauty. Whether the appeal is for towering snow-capped mountains, rippling clear-water streams, high, deep blue-water lakes, quaint little mining towns, tall timber or colorful blossoms—the route is richly blessed with each. By the time a traveler reaches Santa Rosa, New Mexico, and is slowed by herds of champion sheep and purebred Herefords crossing the highways to greener pastures, this western route of beauty begins to unfold.Leaving Highway 66 west of Santa Rosa on Highway 84 provides the first close look at the Southern Rockies. From Las Vegas through Taos, back south through Santa Fe, and a 700-mile circle north and west through Western Colorado completes a drive of almost continuous Rocky Mountain beauty and true vacation bliss.In Las Vegas, the Old Town Plaza quickly sets the mood for the route tvest. Here Colonel Stephen Kearney stood on the rooftop of a building following the Mexican War and proclaimed the Southwest Territory a part of the United States.
Historic locations such as this changed the course of history and today are scenes of both tangible and intangible beauty.From Las Vegas through Tres Ritos on High- 

Avay 3 nature’s western charms are immediately revealed. Rising mountains and mountain streams trickling by the roadside are first sighted, tempting the vacationer to pitch camp for the duration, be it two weeks or a month. But there’s more to see and 
do ahead.Most vacationers will be tempted to spend a full vacation in the radically different city of Taos



with its colorful setting and Spanish-type architecture. Also recreational attractions within an hour’s drive in any direction surround the city.For example, there’s Eagle Nest, Red River, and other locations of summertime paradise. Any one of a dozen or more towns along this route boast 
recreational facilities and accomodations suited for a long vacation.

Assuming, however, that lime is a factor and more variety is desired, Highway 64 South through 
the Rio Grande Canyon leads to Espanola. Here, exclusive Chimayo blankets are handwoven and the equally colorful chili peppers are grown, then hung in the sun to dry, reflecting their deep red brilliance.From Espanola, a slight backtrack to Santa Fe will be a long-remembered visit. Here, like in Taos. Spanish architecture dominates and a minimum of a half-day will be needed to quickly absorb bits of this city’s intriguing historical background and to visit the famous art center. Both Santa Fe and Taos are favorite host cities and headquarter homes for many of the nation’s foremost artists. Inspiration from the natural beauty of the surroundings provide bountiful subject matter.Following Highway 84 to Pagosa Springs a continuation of mountainous beauty prepares the

holiday traveler for even greater mountain heights and some of America’s most unusual beauty and man-made wonders. The curving mountain road overlooking the Animas River bisecting Durango provides a beginning sample.From here in the Narrow Guage Capital of the World, the narrow guage rail trip to Silverton is a true test of a tourist’s emotional reactions — “ooh!” and “ah!” are the most commonly used expressions, roundtrip.It would be unforgivable to pass up Mesa Verde National Park before proceeding north from Durango, however. An easy drive west of Durango with typical scenery all the way places the earliest American history at fingertips reach, and in all its 
life-like form.From Durango north on Highway 550, quaint old once-booming mining towns suddenly appear afler the winding drive over miraculously constructed highways (amazingly good ones) gouged from the sides of super-steep mountains.Over Colorado’s Million Dollar Highway (roadbed contains flecks of pure gold) travelers will have a rare opportunity to add to their collection of prized vacation photographs. A camera with an ample supply of film is probably the wisest preparation for this trip. Opportunities are pro-

Off the beaten path in Tres Ritos

Old historical buildings like the Palace of Gov
ernors (Above) in Santa Fe and recreational havens 
like Grand Mesa (Below) appeal to varied interests.



Towering Monarch Pass on U. S. 
Highway 50 between Gunnison and 
Salida, one of 17 mountain passes 
kept open throughout the year. (Be
low Left) world's highest suspension 
bridge spanning the Royal Gorge. 
(Center) Little mining town of Silver- 
ton nestled in the mountains. (Below 
Right) Graduation ceremonies of 
eighth grade rural students from La 
Plata County, Colorado.

then east along the Gunnison River begins the vacation trek toward home. An occasional stop along the way for some colorful rock for the flower garden or fish bowl may be in order. Mountainous country is in store again continuing through Canon City.A swing through the country north of Gunnison, or a pack trip to some of the almost unexplored areas where trout are even more plentiful and not hardly so smart, could be a rewarding experience. Also, summer camps and guests ranches throughout the rugged Colorado North Country are challenging ideas for the whole family. Amazingly comfortable accommodations are a v a i l a b l  e— though the stay is popularly called “roughting it”. At these backwood locations every imaginable type of outdoor recreation awaits the vacationer.Sticking to the primary route east to Salida, the scenery continues unparalleled through towering Monarch Pass. A brief drive farther and the home of world-famous boat racing appears. Salida draws participants from France, Germany, Italy and other countries throughout the world to the rough-and-tumble battle in a courageous effort to 
conquer the Arkansas River.The site of the first Slalom races in America,
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vided for pictures at frequent highway pull-off spaces. Roads with hairpin curves chiseled from mountain sides and towering 12,000 feet and more make the safety precaution of pulling completely 
off the highway a must. The highway is good, however, and sensible drivers moving at sensible speeds are safe.

From this rugged beauty north, miles of rolling valley land greets the vacationer approaching the Western Slope into one of the West’s Uranium Hub cities—Grand Junction.On the way to this uranium center, the tall tree-lined streets of Montrose, and Delta, Colorado preview the surrounding beauty of the Western Slope, which is shared with their neighboring queen city to the north.Grand Junction can stand on its immediate laurels within the city limits as a beautiful city. Rut with due respects to the unique scenery of bordering Colorado National Monument and other scenic attractions, the fabulous Grand Mesa is the “Daddy” of them all. The largest and highest flat- topped mountain in the world, the Mesa boasts more than 200 natural and artificial lakes with more than 150 stocked with beckoning trout.Back down Highway 50 through Montrose



An outstanding scenic ride, where early mining history is relived, is a trip by Narrow-Gauge from Durango to Silverton.

Salida sponsors the various racing events two days each summer on the rushing Arkansas—called the fastest waters in the world by many of the veteran foreign participants.The first racing course was 57 miles long, running from Salida through the Royal Gorge waters to Canon City. It was later shortened after the Royal Gorge waters proved impossible. Now the course is about 27 miles long and thousands of tourists line the rocky banks of the Arkansas each year to view this spectacular show.A few miles before reaching the city limits of Canon City, a right turn South leads through a winding road some five miles to the Royal Gorge— a breathtaking gorge spanned with the world’s highest suspension bridge. The world’s steepest railway carrying passengers to the bottom of the gorge in minutes provides a closer look and a better understanding of these two unbelievable engineering feats.
An unusual and picturesque first impression of Canon City should be from the top of Skyline Drive where the entire panoramic beauty of the city and countryside unfolds.After taking the Skyline Drive into Canon City millions of blossoms with their rainbow colors are even more colorful with a closer look.

An outstanding municipal museum on Highway 50 Street through Canon City definitely warrants a few minutes for browsing. It is a unique collection.
Continuing east, the industrial heart of entire Southern Colorado welcomes the tourist with a slight change of pace. The belching smoke stacks from the largest steel mills west of the Mississippi are the first signs of leaving the big mountains. Pueblo, “All-American City” award winner in 1954 is not only an industrial hub hut is also a hub for varied recreational opportunities and surrounding scenic tours.
Inside the city are attractions such as Greyhound racing and a unique park featuring army ordnance equipment, ranging from .30 calibre machine guns to 240mm howitzers. A super-blockbuster bomb (deactiviated) w e i g h i n g  44,000 

pounds is included in the display.
If vacation time permits, a swing north to Pikes Peak and on to Denver and west into some of the old ghost mining towns will be an unforgettable experience.
Assuming a shortage of time, however, several routes for the trip home can bring a happy ending to an ultra vacation.
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Ancient old Taos Pueblos still inhabited by 
Pueblo Indians in colorful Taos, New Mexico.

Man vs. Nature
“Old and New Spectaculars”

Uranium mining in Grand Junction-Moab area.
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DO YOU CARE FMOI1CH to drive with care
It’s credit to America that her generous people give so freely to combat the ills of childhood. It’s a tragic paradox that many of these same people permit traffic accidents to kill more children 1 to 14 years aid than any of the five most dreaded child diseases.Yet, there is a cure for this, too—and it doesn’t cost a dime. It starts with better driving.Authorities say faulty driving is done by young drivers who want to he big shots . . .  by oldsters

who can’t act their age . . .  by drivers who are, for 
the moment, emotionally upset.Do you recognize anyone?If you really care about saving young lives, look at your driving habits. Do you show off? Do you drive when you don’t feel up to it? Do you control your emotions when driving?Show you care. Please. Set an example. Help save young lives.

PUT OUT FIRES.............DRIVE SAFELY............ CARRY LITTER BAGS


